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J2EEThe Complete ReferenceTata McGraw-Hill Education
Teaches end-to-end network security concepts and techniques. Includes comprehensive information on how to design a comprehensive security defense model. Plus, discloses how to
develop and deploy computer, personnel, and physical security policies, how to design and manage authentication and authorization methods, and much more.
Following her widely acclaimedAutobiography of Red("A spellbinding achievement" --Susan Sontag), a new collection of poetry and prose that displays Anne Carson's signature mixture of
opposites--the classic and the modern, cinema and print, narrative and verse. InMen in the Off Hours, Carson reinvents figures as diverse as Oedipus, Emily Dickinson, and Audubon. She
views the writings of Sappho, St. Augustine, and Catullus through a modern lens. She sets up startling juxtapositions (Lazarus among video paraphernalia; Virginia Woolf and Thucydides
discussing war). And in a final prose poem, she meditates on the recent death of her mother. With its quiet, acute spirituality, its fearless wit and sensuality, and its joyful understanding that
"the fact of the matter for humans is imperfection,"Men in the Off Hoursshows us "the most exciting poet writing in English today" (Michael Ondaatje) at her best. From the Hardcover edition.
Hahn quickly engages readers to teach basics and intermediate usage of the Internet. Even Grandma can learn to be an accomplished user with easy-to-decipher instructions and tips.
Distributed and Cloud Computing
Network Security
Ant, XDoclet, JUnit, Cactus, and Maven
J2Me: The Complete Reference
Struts: The Complete Reference, 2nd Edition

& • Everything Java developers need to start building J2EE applications using WebSphere Tools for the WebSphere Application Server
& & • Hands-on techniques and case studies: servlets, JSP, EJB, IBM VisualAge for Java, and more & & • Written by IBM insiders for
IBM Press
Conallen introduces architects and designers and client/server systems to issues and techniques of developing software for the
Web. He expects readers to be familiar with object-oriented principles and concepts, particularly with UML (unified modeling
language), and at least one Web application architecture or environment. The second edition incorporates both technical
developments and his experience since 1999. He does not provide a bibliography. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
& Includes a detailed case study - with complete source code - of building Web Services with Java AND .Net. & & Covers key
emerging standards in transactioning, conversations, workflow, security and authentication, mobile and wireless, QoS, portlets,
and management. & & Presents best practices based on authors' experiences building real world Web Services-based applications.
Get comprehensive coverage of J2EE in this all-inclusive resource. Organized by component type, this is the most complete guide on
the market and addresses J2EE s massive collection of APIs. Fully up-to-date and ontaining J2EE best practices -- plus coverage of
Java databases, Java interconnectivity, and Web services, this is ideal for every developer working with J2EE.
Python for the Java Platform
The Definitive Guide to Jython
XML Demystified
Web Technologies: Html, Javascript, Php, Java, Jsp, Asp.Net, Xml And Ajax, Black Book (With Cd)
Beginning Java EE 5
Professional Java E-commerce
Use the JavaFX platform to create rich-client Java applications and discover how you can use this powerful Java-based UI platform, which is capable of handling large-scale data-driven business
applications for PC as well as mobile and embedded devices. The expert authors cover the new more modular JavaFX 9 APIs, development tools, and best practices and provide code examples
that explore the exciting new features provided with JavaFX 9, part of Oracle's new Java 9 release. Pro JavaFX 9: A Definitive Guide to Building Desktop, Mobile, and Embedded Java Clients
also contains engaging tutorials that cover virtually every facet of JavaFX development and reference materials on JavaFX that augment the JavaFX API documentation. What You'll Learn
Create a user interface in JavaFX Use SceneBuilder to create a user interface Build dynamic UI layouts in JavaFX and using the JavaFX UI controls Create charts in JavaFX Leverage JavaFX
languages and markup Who This Book Is For Experienced Java programmers looking to learn and leverage JavaFX 9 for rich client-side Java development.
This comprehensive resource covers J2ME architecture and explains how to build applications and services for cell phones and PDAs with J2ME. Learn the advanced aspects of mobile
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development--plus, get in-depth coverage of security, Web services, information management, and storage. Also get details on security, information management, and storage, as well as advanced
topics such as Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) and Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)
Get comprehensive coverage of J2EE in this all-inclusive resource. Organized by component type, this is the most complete guide on the market and addresses J2EE’s massive collection of APIs.
Fully up-to-date and ontaining J2EE best practices -- plus coverage of Java databases, Java interconnectivity, and Web services, this is ideal for every developer working with J2EE.
Professional Java Tools for Extreme Programming is a practical, code-intensive guide to the tools that Enterprise Java developers need when using Extreme Programming (XP) methods. It covers
the key tools used to automate the most complex parts of the XP process: application integration, testing, and deployment.
Java Enterprise in a Nutshell
Harley Hahn Teaches the Internet
From Novice to Professional
J2EE
Designing Enterprise Applications with the J2EE Platform
JavaServer Faces
A guide to JavaBeans provides more than two hundred questions and answers to help readers pass the Sun Certified Business Component Developer exam.
A tutorial and reference to Java-based APIs for application software development covers RMI, IDL, JAXP, JNDI, Java Servlets, and J2EE 1.3.
The Definitive Java Programming Guide Fully updated for Java SE 11, Java: The Complete Reference, Eleventh Edition explains how to develop, compile, debug, and run Java programs. Bestselling programming author Herb Schildt covers the entire Java language, including its syntax, keywords, and fundamental programming principles. You’ll also find information on key portions of the
Java API library, such as I/O, the Collections Framework, the stream library, and the concurrency utilities. Swing, JavaBeans, and servlets are examined and numerous examples demonstrate Java
in action. Of course, the very important module system is discussed in detail. This Oracle Press resource also offers an introduction to JShell, Java’s interactive programming tool. Best of all, the
book is written in the clear, crisp, uncompromising style that has made Schildt the choice of millions worldwide. Coverage includes: •Data types, variables, arrays, and operators•Control
statements•Classes, objects, and methods•Method overloading and overriding•Inheritance•Local variable type inference•Interfaces and packages•Exception handling•Multithreaded
programming•Enumerations, autoboxing, and annotations•The I/O classes•Generics•Lambda expressions•Modules•String handling•The Collections Framework•Networking•Event
handling•AWT•Swing •The Concurrent API•The Stream API•Regular expressions•JavaBeans•Servlets•Much, much more Code examples in the book are available for download at
www.OraclePressBooks.com.
Learn all you need to know about SQL with this one-stop resource. Updated to include information on Web services and XML, this complete guide also comes with a Windows 2000- and XPcompatible CD containing 4 databases (SQL Server 2000, IBM DB2 Version 7.2, Sybase, and mySQL).
SQL: The Complete Reference, Second Edition
Enterprise Java Programming with IBM WebSphere
SQL The Complete Reference, 3rd Edition
PHP: The Complete Reference
Passing the Sun Certified Business Component Developer Exam
The Complete Reference

The book is written in such a way that learners without any background in programming are able to follow and understand it entirely. It discusses the
concepts of Java in a simple and straightforward language with a clear cut explanation, without beating around the bush.On reading the book, readers
are able to write simple programs on their own, as this is the first requirement to become a Java Programmer. The book provides ample solved programs
which could be used by the students not only in their examinations but also to remove the fear of programming from their minds.After reading the book,
the students gain the confidence to apply for a software development company, face the interview board and come out successful. The book covers
sample interview questions which were asked in various interviews. It helps students to prepare for their future careers.
A guide to SAP R/3 programming covers such topics as data modeling, systems architecture, and systems installation.
Master Java EE design pattern implementation to improve yourdesign skills and your application’s architecture Professional Java EE Design Patterns is
the perfectcompanion for anyone who wants to work more effectively with JavaEE, and the only resource that covers both the theory andapplication of
design patterns in solving real-world problems. Theauthors guide readers through both the fundamental and advancedfeatures of Java EE 7, presenting
patterns throughout, anddemonstrating how they are used in day-to-day problem solving. As the most popular programming language in communitydrivenenterprise software, Java EE provides an API and runtimeenvironment that is a superset of Java SE. Written for the juniorand experienced Java EE
developer seeking to improve design qualityand effectiveness, the book covers areas including: Implementation and problem-solving with design
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patterns Connection between existing Java SE design patterns and newJava EE concepts Harnessing the power of Java EE in design patterns Individuallybased focus that fully explores each pattern Colorful war-stories showing how patterns were used in thefield to solve real-life problems Unlike most Java
EE books that simply offer descriptions orrecipes, this book drives home the implementation of the pattern toreal problems to ensure that the reader
learns how the patternsshould be used and to be aware of their pitfalls. For the programmer looking for a comprehensive guide that isactually useful in
the everyday workflow, Professional Java EEDesign Patterns is the definitive resource on the market.
Even if you have no programming experience, you'll learn to create dynamic, interactive Web pages with help from this easy-to-use, self-teaching guide.
Author and programming instructor Jim Keogh covers the basics of this leading Web development language and explains how to write cross-browser
JavaScript programs in no time.
JavaScript Demystified
A Definitive Guide to Building Desktop, Mobile, and Embedded Java Clients
The J2EE Tutorial
Script, Desktop and Mobile RIA with JavaTM Technology
A Desktop Quick Reference
Pro JavaFXTM Platform
The Definitive Guide to SQL Get comprehensive coverage of every aspect of SQL from three leading industry experts. Revised with coverage of the latest RDBMS software versions, this one-stop guide explains how to build,
populate, and administer high-performance databases and develop robust SQL-based applications. SQL: The Complete Reference, Third Edition shows you how to work with SQL commands and statements, set up
relational databases, load and modify database objects, perform powerful queries, tune performance, and implement reliable security policies. Learn how to employ DDL statements and APIs, integrate XML and Java
scripts, use SQL objects, build web servers, handle remote access, and perform distributed transactions. Techniques for managing in-memory, stream, and embedded databases that run on today's mobile, handheld, and
wireless devices are included in this in-depth volume. Build SQL-based relational databases and applications Create, load, and modify database objects using SQL Construct and execute simple, multitable, and summary
queries Implement security measures with authentication, privileges, roles, and views Handle database optimization, backup, recovery, and replication Work with stored procedures, functions, extensions, triggers, and
objects Extend functionality using APIs, dynamic SQL, and embedded SQL Explore advanced topics such as DBMS transactions, locking mechanisms, materialized views, and two-phase commit protocol Understand the
latest market trends and the future of SQL
Jython is an open source implementation of the high-level, dynamic, object-oriented scripting language Python seamlessly integrated with the Java platform. The predecessor to Jython, JPython, is certified as 100% Pure
Java. Jython is freely available for both commercial and noncommercial use and is distributed with source code. Jython is complementary to Java. The Definitive Guide to Jython, written by the official Jython team leads,
covers Jython 2.5 (or 2.5.x)—from the basics to more advanced features. This book begins with a brief introduction to the language and then journeys through Jython’s different features and uses. The Definitive Guide to
Jython is organized for beginners as well as advanced users of the language. The book provides a general overview of the Jython language itself, but it also includes intermediate and advanced topics regarding database,
web, and graphical user interface (GUI) applications; Web services/SOA; and integration, concurrency, and parallelism, to name a few.
Here is the easiest way for anyone interested in Web programming to learn XML (Extensible Markup Language), the language that enables efficient interchange of structured data across the Web. Written in non-technical
language and offered at a great price, this book covers the details of the language and demonstrates using real-world examples, how to build an XML application from start to finish.
Complemented by hundreds of illustrations, a comprehensive resource on the latest version of PHP, the dominant programming language of the Web, demonstrates how to develop a variety of dynamic Web
applications--including guest books, chat rooms, and shopping carts--with coverage of data handling, databases, object-oriented programming, AJAX, XML, security issues, and other topics. Original. (Intermediate)
Head First EJB
REST in Practice
Professional Java Tools for Extreme Programming
An Architect's Guide
Building Java Enterprise Systems with J2EE
Tutorial and Reference

The Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE TM) offers great promise for dramatically improving the way that enterprise applications are
built, and organizations that have adopted the J2EE are gaining a competitive advantage. The industry-standard Unified Modeling Language
(UML) has helped countless organizations achieve software success through visual modeling. Together, the UML and J2EE form a powerful set of
tools, but the intricacies involved with using them in tandem are considerable. While UML is highly effective for specifying, designing,
constructing, visualizing, and documenting software systems, J2EE offers enterprise developers a simplified, component-based approach to
application development. However, when using the two technologies together, developers must first consider--and attempt to reconcile--the
different characteristics of each. Developing Enterprise Java Applications with J2EE TM and UML examines the best ways to jointly leverage
these technologies. Exploring concrete methods for completing a successful development project, the authors cover the use of UML and J2EE in
detail. Using practical examples and a case study, they illustrate the pros and cons of specific design approaches, show how personal
experience can affect design decisions, and demonstrate proven approaches for building better, software faster. With this book as a guide,
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developers will be able to overcome the challenges in using UML and J2EE together, and be on their way to building robust, scalable, and
complex applications. 0201738295B09042001
REST continues to gain momentum as the best method for building Web services, and this down-to-earth book delivers techniques and examples
that show how to design and implement integration solutions using the REST architectural style.
JavaServer Faces, or JSF, brings a component-based model to web application development that's similar to the model that's been used in
standalone GUI applications for years. The technology builds on the experience gained from Java Servlets, JavaServer Pages, and numerous
commercial and open source web application frameworks that simplify the development process.In JavaServer Faces, developers learn how to use
this new framework to build real-world web applications. The book contains everything you'll need: how to construct the HTML on the front
end; how to create the user interface components that connect the front end to your business objects; how to write a back-end that's JSFfriendly; and how to create the deployment descriptors that tie everything together.JavaServer Faces pays particular attention to simple
tasks that are easily ignored, but crucial to any real application: working with tablular data, for example, or enabling and disabling
buttons. And this book doesn't hide from the trickier issues, like creating custom components or creating renderers for different
presentation layers. Whether you're experienced with JSF or a just starting out, you'll find everything you need to know about this
technology in this book.Topics covered include: The JSF environment Creating and rendering components Validating input Handling usergenerated events Controlling page navigation Working with tabular data Internationalization Integration between JSF and Struts Developing
custom renderers and custom components JavaServer Faces is a complete guide to the crucial new JSF technology. If you develop web
applications, JSF belongs in your toolkit, and this book belongs in your library.
PLEASE PROVIDE COURSE INFORMATION PLEASE PROVIDE
J2ME
From Parallel Processing to the Internet of Things
Core Java: An Integrated Approach: Covers Concepts, programs and Interview Questions w/CD
Professional Java EE Design Patterns
Building Web Applications with UML
Building Web-based User Interfaces

Strut your stuff with this completely up-to-date guide Struts guru James Holmes has completely revised and updated his definitive, bestselling Struts volume. You will get soup-to-nuts coverage of
Struts 1.3, the latest version of the framework used to create flexible, high-performance web applications. The book features insider tips, tricks, and techniques to make Struts applications sizzle.
Provides both a tutorial and a quick reference guide to the Java APIs for Web services development, with a study of the different types of Web services, an explanation of JWSDP, and other
documentation and supplementary material.
*J2EE 5 is a hot, emerging topic; timely to market *Book covers all other neww J2EE-related technologies, like EJB 3, JSP 2.1, etc. *Previous edition on 1.4 was excellent seller, with consistent
low Amazon rank
This comprehensive resource covers J2ME architecture and explains how to build applications and services for cell phones and PDAs with J2ME. You’ll also get details on security, information
management, and storage, as well as advanced topics such as Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) and Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)
Pro JavaFX 9
Java EE 8 Application Development
Hypermedia and Systems Architecture
Java Web Services in a Nutshell
Core J2EE Patterns
Developing Enterprise Java Applications with J2EE and UML
The term e-commerce encompasses a spectrum of trading interactions from the business-to-consumer (B2C) transactions that
facilitate Web-based retail trade, to business-to-business (B2B) data exchange that increases supply chain efficiency. This book
shows how the Java platform and Java technologies can be, and have been, employed to develop solutions that address these
scenarios.
Explains how to leverage Java's architecture and mechanisms to design enterprise applications and considers code modularity,
nonduplication, network efficiency, maintainability, and reusability.
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Provides example programs and their source code to explore concepts and technologies including Enterprise JavaBeans, JavaServer
Pages, Java Message Service, and Java Naming and Directory Interface.
Develop Enterprise Java applications compliant with the latest version of the Java EE specification About This Book This book
covers all of the major Java EE 8 APIs and includes new additions such as enhanced Security, JSON-B Processing, and more Learn
additional Java EE APIs, such as the Java API for Websocket and the Java Message Service (JMS) Develop applications by taking
advantage of the latest versions of CDI, Security, Servlets, and JSF and other Java EE specifications Who This Book Is For If you
are a Java developer who wants to become proficient with Java EE 8, this book is ideal for you. You are expected to have some
experience with Java and to have developed and deployed applications in the past, but you don't need any previous knowledge of
Java EE. What You Will Learn Develop and deploy Java EE applications Embrace the latest additions to the Contexts and Dependency
Injection (CDI) specification to develop Java EE applications Develop web-based applications by utilizing the latest version of
JavaServer Faces, JSF 2.3. Understand the steps needed to process JSON data with JSON-P and the new JSON-B Java EE API Implement
RESTful web services using the new JAX-RS 2.1 API, which also includes support for Server-Sent Events (SSE) and the new reactive
client API In Detail Java EE is an Enterprise Java standard. Applications written to comply with the Java EE specification do not
tie developers to a specific vendor; instead they can be deployed to any Java EE compliant application server. With this book,
you'll get all the tools and techniques you need to build robust and scalable applications in Java EE 8. This book covers all the
major Java EE 8 APIs including JSF 2.3, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) 3.2, Contexts and Dependency Injection (CDI) 2.0, the Java API
for WebSockets, JAX-RS 2.1, Servlet 4.0, and more. The book begins by introducing you to Java EE 8 application development and
goes on to cover all the major Java EE 8 APIs. It goes beyond the basics to develop Java EE applications that can be deployed to
any Java EE 8 compliant application server. It also introduces advanced topics such as JSON-P and JSON-B, the Java APIs for JSON
processing, and the Java API for JSON binding. These topics dive deep, explaining how the two APIs (the Model API and the
Streaming API) are used to process JSON data. Moving on, we cover additional Java EE APIs, such as the Java API for Websocket and
the Java Message Service (JMS), which allows loosely coupled, asynchronous communication. Further on, you'll discover ways to
secure Java EE applications by taking advantage of the new Java EE Security API. Finally, you'll learn more about the RESTful web
service development using the latest JAX-RS 2.1 specification. You'll also get to know techniques to develop cloud-ready
microservices in Java EE. Style and approach The book takes a pragmatic approach, showing you various techniques to utilize new
features of Java EE 8 specification. It is packed with clear, step-by-step instructions, practical examples, and straightforward
explanations.
Develop Enterprise applications using the latest versions of CDI, JAX-RS, JSON-B, JPA, Security, and more
Best Practices and Design Strategies
Developing Enterprise Web Services
Java: The Complete Reference, Eleventh Edition
Programming in D
SAP R/3 Handbook, Third Edition
The JavaFXTM technology and platform is essentially Sun's response to Adobe Flash and Microsoft's Silverlight. JavaFX lets
developers play with the open-source scripting, desktop, and mobile APIs offered to create dynamic, seamless visual user
interfaces (UIs) that are “Flash–like” and beyond... Learn from bestselling JavaFX author Jim Weaver and expert JavaFX developers
Weiqi Gao, Stephen Chin, and Dean Iverson to discover the JavaFX technology and platform that enables developers and designers to
create rich Internet applications (RIAs) that can run across diverse devices. Covering the JavaFX Script language, JavaFX Mobile,
and development tools, Pro JavaFXTM Platform: Script, Desktop and Mobile RIA with JavaTM Technology is the first book that fully
provides JavaFX version 1.2 code examples that cover virtually every language and API feature. This book contains the following:
Tutorials that teach JavaFX 1.2 to an application developer or graphics designer who has had no exposure to JavaFX. These
tutorials will be exhaustive, covering virtually every facet of JavaFX Script and are fully updated for the JavaFX 1.2 release.
Reference materials on JavaFX 1.2 that augment what is available from the JavaFX 1.2 Language Reference and API documentation. How
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to take JavaFX 1.2 to other platforms besides the desktop, such as mobile. Visit projavafx.com for more resources and information
from the authors.
Distributed and Cloud Computing: From Parallel Processing to the Internet of Things offers complete coverage of modern distributed
computing technology including clusters, the grid, service-oriented architecture, massively parallel processors, peer-to-peer
networking, and cloud computing. It is the first modern, up-to-date distributed systems textbook; it explains how to create highperformance, scalable, reliable systems, exposing the design principles, architecture, and innovative applications of parallel,
distributed, and cloud computing systems. Topics covered by this book include: facilitating management, debugging, migration, and
disaster recovery through virtualization; clustered systems for research or ecommerce applications; designing systems as web
services; and social networking systems using peer-to-peer computing. The principles of cloud computing are discussed using
examples from open-source and commercial applications, along with case studies from the leading distributed computing vendors such
as Amazon, Microsoft, and Google. Each chapter includes exercises and further reading, with lecture slides and more available
online. This book will be ideal for students taking a distributed systems or distributed computing class, as well as for
professional system designers and engineers looking for a reference to the latest distributed technologies including cloud, P2P
and grid computing. Complete coverage of modern distributed computing technology including clusters, the grid, service-oriented
architecture, massively parallel processors, peer-to-peer networking, and cloud computing Includes case studies from the leading
distributed computing vendors: Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and more Explains how to use virtualization to facilitate management,
debugging, migration, and disaster recovery Designed for undergraduate or graduate students taking a distributed systems
course—each chapter includes exercises and further reading, with lecture slides and more available online
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